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HELLO and welcome to our Winter Newsletter. As another busy year comes to an end we 
can look back on events at the sanctuary and one thought that springs to mind is how the 
weather can have an effect. Our annual Donkey and Fun Dog Show planned for early June 
had to be postponed after heavy rain caused flooding to the show site. No sooner than 
that had happened we then experienced one of the hottest and driest summers on record! 
Our Country Show at the end of May was very successful and plans for our 2019 event are 
well underway.

A question we are frequently asked is how the donkeys cope in the heat and generally 
it does not affect them. Coming from the hotter climates of Africa and the Middle East 
donkeys evolved to cope with the extreme temperatures of semi-desert environments. 
As long as they have access to clean fresh water and shady areas they are happy but 
regular checks must be done to make sure none are showing signs of heat stress, 
especially the very young and older donkeys.

Our four year project to have our very own donkey hospital came to fruition with the 
official opening on Sunday 14th October by our MP, Ed Vaizey. It was amazing to see 
so many local council representatives, businesses and the members of public who 
contributed join us to celebrate. This facility has already proved to be a real asset to the 
sanctuary and will enhance the medical care the donkeys receive.

Our donkey rescue work continues with new arrivals such as Fleur and Danny, a mother 
and son that can now call Island Farm Donkey Sanctuary their new home. You can read 
more about them in this newsletter. The donkey pictured above came into the sanctuary 
needing all the love and care we could give but sadly did not pull through.

Thank you again for all your support. Have a great Christmas and a very happy 2019.

John McLaren
Co-founder and Manager
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New Arrivals: FLEUR, DANNY and SUZIE
At the end of May we were contacted 
about two donkeys, a mare and her foal 
who were in need of care. Never one to 
turn down a request to help a donkey we 
made the necessary arrangements and 
a few days later welcomed FLEUR and 
her colt foal, DANNY, into the care of the 
sanctuary.

What surprised us most was that Danny 
was less than a month old so was still very 
dependant on his mother. As can be seen 
in the pictures Fleur is white and brown, 
referred to as coloured while Danny is 
grey/brown. He looks rather scruffy as 
he was in the process of losing his fluffy, 
almost woolly, foal coat as his shorter 
Summer coat grew.

They soon settled in with Danny making 
friends with other young donkeys and 
playing with so much freedom and 
energy. Foals develop quickly and will 
soon start to try their mothers feed and 
will nibble at grass and hay. Fleur is quite 
happy to see him run around while she 
enjoys her new life at Island Farm. 

No sooner had Fleur and Danny arrived 
at the sanctuary than another donkey in 
need, SUZIE, was bought to our attention 
in early June. One of our supporters, we 

will call her Sarah, saw a very sad looking 
donkey advertised for sale by a dealer in 
Surrey. Sarah was very concerned about 
the donkeys poor looking condition, 
particularly her overgrown hooves. She 
contacted the sanctuary to discuss 
options and we said we would take her in.

To avoid costs to Island Farm Sarah 
generously offered to buy Suzie as she 
‘just has to get her out of her miserable 
surroundings’. When we collected Suzie 
not only was her condition worse than 
we imagined but she was very scared and 
timid. Once back at the sanctuary she 
was examined and treated for her most 
urgent physical problems but all the 
while she was so frightened she almost 
constantly trembled. It was one of the 
worst cases of nervousness we had 
seen and was most probably a result of 
repeated beatings.

The photos show Suzie about 20 weeks 
on from her arrival and she is gradually 
improving with each day. She is still 
very timid and is alarmed by any quick 
movements, especially raised arms and 
is yet to find a donkey friend. Only time 
will tell if Suzie will fully trust people 
again, all we can do is to continue to treat 
her with care and kind words.
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The 30th September saw our Donkey Show and Fun Dog Show take place after the 
event scheduled for June was postponed due to heavy rain causing the show site 
to flood. Although the In-Hand classes were slightly down on last year the Driving 
Classes were good with both single and paired donkey turnouts. The Show Drive, 
where the competitors go out for a two mile road run through the village of Brightwell-
cum-Sotwell made for an impressive sight.

Tiggy Lavender did very well, coming away with both In-Hand Champion and Reserve 
Champion awards while Claire Strang won the Driving Championship with Clare 
Humphries as Reserve Driving Champion. In the Junior Section the Champion award 
went to Jessica Barnett with Charlotte Porter as Junior Reserve Champion.
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    Tilly Lavender also won the In-Hand Reserve Champion 
trophy with Downland Debutante. 
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The Fun Dog Show was very well supported with all classes having entries of all shapes, sizes 
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Our Country Show has become a major fundraising event at the sanctuary and this year’s 
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and even llamas! With live music, dance displays, children’s activities and our popular fun 
dog show there was something for young and old alike.   
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Keith Lawrence and his family have 
been supporters of Island Farm for a 
number of years. Keith was a Knight 
in the Royal Antediluvian Order of 
Buffaloes and wanted to help the 
sanctuary with something special. 
In 2014, after discussions with co-
founder of Island Farm, John McLaren, 
it was agreed that a safe, sterile facility 
to treat donkeys was desperately 
needed and so the Donkey Hospital 
project began.

After obtaining planning permission, 
drawings and costings were produced 
and fundraising began to meet the 
cost of the project. The groundworks 
included the installation of services 
and a special sealed underground 
waste tank. This first phase alone cost 
£17,500.

Phase two was the purchasing and 
erection of the hospital building, 
blockwork for the interior walls and 
recovery stables and the installing of 
the fencing and gates for the outside 
excercise yards which cost a further 
£19,500.

The Lawrence and McLaren Donkey Hospital
is Officially Opened
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Phase three involved the installation of a special cushioned rubber floor and wall covering in the operating 
room, kitting out the vets preparation room and all the other fixtures and fittings needed to provide a fully 
functioning hospital. Including equipment this phase cost £26,000. The trustees and staff are grateful to 
local building companies and suppliers for donating various items to the Donkey Hospital. Without this 
support the total figure of £63,000 would have been higher. Each phase of the project would only be able 
to proceed as funds allowed which ultimately meant a four year wait before completion. 
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the day when our Donkey Hospital was 
officially opened by Rt. Hon. Ed Vaizey 
MP on Sunday 14th October 2018. As 
a charity dedicated to the welfare of 
mistreated and neglected donkeys we 
wanted to give them the very best care 
we could by having an onsite facility 
to operate indoors and to be able to 
minimise the risk of infection.

Looking to the future fundraising will 
continue for phase four which will allow 
the Hospital to purchase new surgical 
and diagnostic equipment.
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Wisdom about
donkeys teeth

Donkeys, like horses, start life with 
24 deciduous (baby) teeth, which 
gradually fall out to give way to 12 
incisors, 24 cheek teeth, 4 canines 
in male donkeys and up to a possible 
4 wolf teeth. As their constantly 
erupting teeth can lead to variations 
in tooth height and sharp edges, 
donkey’s teeth require just as much 
care as any other equine.

Neglecting tooth care can not only 
lead to damage to the donkey’s 
mouth, it makes eating a painful and 
uncomfortable experience. Another 
important reason donkeys require 
regular dental care is due to their 
long life span, which can average 50+ 
years. An ageing donkey with dental 
problems will find it exceedingly 
difficult to efficiently grind and 
therefore digest their food. Teeth 
that are cared for in the early years 
and throughout their lifetime are 
less likely to become loose, uneven 
or diseased.

It is not advisable to simply assume 
a donkeys teeth are satisfactory 
just because they can eat or put 
on weight. Donkeys that appear to 
be eating well and are healthy may 
have underlying dental problems 
present. Because donkeys are 
naturally resilient, they adapt to
their individual situation: If they have
very sharp edges on the outside of 
their upper cheek teeth, they may

well pack their cheeks with forage in 
order to prevent their cheeks being 
cut. Sausage shaped rolls of partially 
chewed food found on the stable 
floor or paddock, known as quidding, 
is a clear sign that a donkey needs 
dental treatment.

Many small dental problems which, 
if caught early enough, can be easily 
corrected and allows donkeys to 
lead more comfortable and healthy 
lifestyle. Failure to maintain a 
regular dental routine can lead to 
major dental problems and, as with 
anything, prevention is always better 
than cure.

The donkeys at Island Farm are 
checked by an equine dental 
technician on a regular basis with 
older donkeys having inspections 
every six months. Treatment can 
range from levelling uneven teeth to 
extractions of bad or loose teeth.

 



 

Monty’s 
Ramblings

The	long	hot	summer,	when	the	sun	warmed	
our	 backs	 as	 we	 enjoyed	 being	 out	 in	 the	
paddocks,	 seems	to	have	gone	by	 in	a	flash.	
We	enjoyed	meeting	all	our	summer	visitors	
and	 we	 behaved	 impeccably	 as	 our	 fans	
crowded	 in	 at	 the	 Country	 Show.	 Before	
we	 knew	 it	 autumn	 was	 here,	 the	 leaves	
were	 falling	 from	the	 trees	and	people	were	
gathering	 around	 the	memorial	 wall	 for	 our	
annual	Service	of	Remembrance.	We	donkeys	
listened	 attentively	 as	 our	 local	 vicar	 Rev.	
Janice	 Chilton	 and	 others	 read	 beautiful	
verses and helped us remember all our dear 
supporters	and	animal	 friends	whose	names	
are	 engraved	 on	 our	 Memorial	 Wall.	 Jack,	
Charlie	 and	 I	 thought	 of	 our	 donkey	 and	
animal	friends,	like	Mr.	Crusty	and	Queen	who	
are	sadly	no	longer	with	us.

There	 was	 lots	 of	 preparation	 and	 activity	
in	 the	 yard	one	day	 in	October.	We	donkeys	
knew	 that	 something	 important	 must	
be	 happening.	 We	 made	 sure	 that	 we	 all	
looked	very	 smart,	 (in	 fact,	 I	 even	borrowed	
a	 hat)	 and	 of	 course	 we	 were	 on	 our	 very	
best	 behaviour.	 Jack	 was	 convinced	 it	 was	
another	 show	 and	 Charlie	 thought	 it	 was	 a	
party,	 but	 none	 of	 us	 were	 prepared	 for	 all	
the	 ‘great	 and	 good’	 people	 who	 arrived	 to	
see	 us	 and	 celebrate	 the	 official	 opening	 of	
the	 new	 Donkey	 Hospital.	 There	 were	 lots	
of	speeches	and	Judy	(our	Chair	of	Trustees)	
introduced	 our	 local	 MP.	 There	 were	 people	
with	 shiny	 chains	 around	 their	 necks	 which	
rather	confused	me,	because	they	didn’t	look	
dangerous	 enough	 to	 need	 restraining	 but	
Jack	explained	that	the	chains	were	symbols	
of	 importance.	 Despite	 the	 early	 inclement	
weather	 the	 sun	 broke	 through	 at	 just	 the	
right	 time	and	everybody	had	a	 lovely	 time.	
We	donkeys	were	glad	and	honoured	to	be	in	
the	yard	 and	part	 of	 the	occasion,	 receiving	
lots	 of	 fuss	 and	 cuddles	 and	 of	 course	 all	
looking	incredibly	cute	and	lovable!

As	 the	 weather	 becomes	 colder	 we	 are	
growing	our	thick	winter	coats.	I	think	I	 look	
particularly	 smart,	 but	 Jack	 did	 suggest	 I	
could	 be	 considered	 rather	 vain.	 I	 just	 don’t	
think	he	could	have	heard	all	my	fans	admiring	
me	and	telling	me	how	lovely	I	am.	I	do	hope	
Jack	is	not	getting	jealous	of	my	lovely	thick	
coat	 because	 Jack’s	 coat	 is	 getting	 thicker	
too,	 just	 not	 quite	 as	 thick	 as	mine!	 As	 the	
weather	 chills	 we	 are	 all	 pleased	 to	 have	
the	 protection	 of	 our	 stables	 with	 beds	 of	
straw	 and	 hearty	 breakfasts	 and	 dinners	 to	
keep	us	fit	and	healthy.	Preparations	 for	the	
Christmas	 season	 are	 well	 underway,	 with	
many	of	us	attending	nativity	plays	and	carol	
services	 and	 celebration	 evenings.	 The	 yard	
is	 busy	 and	 bustling,	 but	 we	 are	 never	 too	
busy	to	greet	our	visitors.	We	will	always	be	
pleased to see you, both out and about at 
events	and	at	home	in	the	yard,	and	if	you	are	
stroking	Jack	do	tell	him	that	his	coat	 looks	
nice!

Monty’s Ramblings 

The long hot summer, when the sun warmed our backs as we 
enjoyed being out in the paddocks, seems to have gone by in a 
flash. We enjoyed meeting all our summer visitors and we behaved 
impeccably as our fans crowded in at the Country Show. Before we 
knew it autumn was here, the leaves were falling from the trees and 
people were gathering around the memorial wall for our annual 
Service of Remembrance. We donkeys listened attentively as our 
local vicar Janice and others read beautiful verses and helped us 
remember all our dear supporters and animal friends whose names 
are engraved on our Memorial Wall. Jack, Charlie and I thought of 
our donkey and animal friends, like Mr. Crusty and Queen who are 
sadly no longer with us. 

There was lots of preparation and activity in the yard one day in October. We donkeys knew that 
something important must be happening. We made sure that we all looked very smart, (in fact I even 
borrowed a hat,) and of course we were on our very best behaviour. 
Jack was convinced it was another show and Charlie thought it was a 
party, but none of us were prepared for all the ‘great and good’ people 
who arrived to see us and celebrate the official opening of the new 
Donkey Hospital. There were lots of speeches and Judy (our Chair of 
Trustees) introduced our local MP. There were people with shiny chains 
around their necks which rather confused me, because they didn’t look 
dangerous enough to need restraining but Jack explained that the chains 
were symbols of importance. Despite the early inclement weather the 
sun broke through at just the right time and everybody had a lovely 
time. We donkeys were glad and honoured to be in the yard and part of 
the occasion, receiving lots of fuss and cuddles and of course all 
looking incredibly cute and lovable! 

As the weather becomes colder we are growing our thick winter coats. I think I look particularly smart, 
but Jack did suggest I could be considered rather vain. I just don’t think he could have heard all my fans 
admiring me and telling me how lovely I am. I do hope Jack is not getting jealous of my lovely thick coat 
because Jack’s coat is getting thicker too, just not quite as thick as mine! As the weather chills we are all 
pleased to have the protection of our stables with beds of straw and hearty breakfasts and dinners to keep 
us fit and healthy. Preparations for the Christmas season are well underway, with many of us attending 
nativity plays and carol services and celebration evenings. The yard is busy and bustling, but we are never 
too busy to greet our visitors. We will always be pleased to see you, both out and about at events and at 
home in the yard, and if you are stroking Jack do tell him that his coat looks nice! 

 

 



DONKEYS GO TO WAR
THE 11th November 2018, as you know, was the centenary of the ending of the First 
World War. Much has been written and broadcast about the lives of those who served 
at the front during the four years of conflict and rightly so, but not so much is known 
about the important role animals played in what was to be known as ‘The War To End 
All	Wars’.

The film and play ‘War Horse’ made the use of horses in war more widely understood. 
Set during World War One, it shows how terrible conditions were for both the men who 
fought and the animals who went to war transporting military equipment and supplies. 
Horses were sold off in large numbers to the Army and as the war ground on many more 
were requisitioned, despite their owners protests. Very few ever returned. The true 
number of horses, donkeys and mules used by the Allied armies will never be known but 
the estimated figures runs into the millions.

Even though mules and donkeys were slower than horses they could carry far more 
weight and were easier to maintain, requiring less food and could go for longer periods 
without water. However, their downside was that they were fairly noisy and tended to 
bray during the night, revealing troop positions to the enemy. A drastic move to remedy 
the problem was that many mules had their vocal cords removed in a surgical procedure.

Donkeys and mules were used to convey ammunition, food and water to the front lines 
and carry wounded men back. Their vital contribution to the war effort must never be 
forgotten. While the red poppy is an enduring symbol of remembrance of the sacrifice 
of our war dead, the purple poppy commemorates the contribution and sacrifice of 
animals in war. Lest	we	forget.
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that they could reveal troop positions to the enemy. A drastic move to remedy the problem was that many 
mules had their vocal cords removed in a surgical procedure. 

At the outbreak of war the army had gone a long way towards mechanization but the sheer scale of 
material needed to supply so many men over such a vast area meant that pack animals had to be used. In 
many cases the ground conditions were so poor that vehicles had no chance of getting through. Donkeys 
and mules were used to convey ammunition, food and water to the front lines and carry wounded men 
back. Their vital contribution to the war effort must never be forgotten. While the red poppy is an enduring 
symbol of remembrance of the sacrifice of our war dead, the purple poppy commemorates the 
contribution and sacrifice of animals in war. Lest we forget. 
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  Sanctuary Manager John McLaren putting the final touches to our purple 
poppy tribute to all animals killed in conflict. 

• Sanctuary Manager John 
McLaren putting the final 
touches to our purple 
poppy tribute to all animals 
killed in conflict.



Featured Adopted Donkey:

BREWSTER

BREWSTER was born at the
Sanctuary on Tuesday 22nd May 
2001 to Brandy, a mare donkey 
we estimated to be in her mid 

20’s.

As a lively colt foal at the age
of ten months he had an

unfortunate accident and broke 
his leg in 2 places. Initially, he was 

fitted with a plaster cast which 
was not successful and fell off 

the next day.

Brewster was then referred to 
the Royal Veterinary College in 
London where he underwent a 

7 hour operation which involved 
inserting steel plates and pins in 
his leg and thankfully he went on 

to make a full recovery.

For	just	£20	you	can	adopt
Brewster	or	any	of	his	nine	
friends	for	a	year	either	for
yourself	or	as	a	gift.	For	more

details	please	ask	for	an
Adoption Form or check out our 

website.	

www.donkeyrescue.co.uk

Volunteering at
the Sanctuary
If you are able to give some of your 
own time to help out with the variety 
of work that needs doing at the donkey 
sanctuary, please get in touch with us. 
We are always keen to hear from new 
volunteers whether as individuals or 
in workplace groups up to 10. Perhaps 
you have special skills or experience 
that you feel can benefit the sanctuary 
or maybe you just want to give some of 
your time to come and help look after 
the donkeys. In either case, we would 
love to hear from you. 

Tasks undertaken by our volunteers 
include: 

• Helping to look after the donkeys.

• Help with general site maintenance,
 gardening and hedging.

• Working in our Visitor Centre and
 Gift Shop serving tea, etc.

• Fundraising at the sanctuary by
 helping at one of our events. 

• Fundraising for the sanctuary by
 organising other events such as
 cake sales or coffee mornings.

Featured Adopted Donkey: Brewster 

 

Brewster was born at the Sanctuary on Tuesday 
22nd May 2001 to Brandy, a mare donkey we 
estimated to be in her mid 20’s. 

As a lively colt foal at the age of ten months he 
had an unfortunate accident and broke his leg in 2 
places. Initially, he was fitted with a plaster cast 
which was not successful and fell off the next day.  

Brewster was then referred to the Royal 
Veterinary College in London where he underwent 

a 7 hour operation which involved inserting steel plates and pins in his leg and 
thankfully he went on to make a full recovery. 

For just £20 you can adopt Brewster or any of his nine friends for a year either for 
yourself or as a gift. For more details please ask for an Adoption Form or check out our 
website. 

Volunteering at the Sanctuary 

If you are able to give some of your own time to help out with the variety of work that 
needs doing at the donkey sanctuary, please get in touch with us. We are always keen to 
hear from new volunteers whether as individuals or in groups up to 10. Perhaps you have 
special skills or experience that you feel can benefit the sanctuary or maybe you just 
want to give some of your time to come and help look after the donkeys. In either case, 
we would love to hear from you. 

Tasks undertaken by our volunteers include: 

 Helping to look after the donkeys  
 Fundraising at the sanctuary helping at one of our events  
 Fundraising for the sanctuary by organizing other events such as cake sales or coffee 

mornings 

 

Did you know…. 

A donkey is known by different names. The most common names are donkey, burro, ass 
and jackstock. However, of all these names, ass is the most scientifically correct name. 
Burros usually refer to wild donkeys. 

Donkeys are originally from desert areas of Middle East and Africa and are anatomically 
well-equipped to survive in those conditions. A donkey is capable of hearing another 
donkey from a distance of 60 miles in proper desert conditions. This is possible because 
of their large ears. Their large ears also help to keep their body cool in hot and arid desert 
conditions. 

DID YOU KNOW….
A	donkey	is	known	by	different	names.
The most common names are donkey, 
burro,	ass	and	jackstock.	However,	of
all these names, ass is the most 
scientifically	correct	name.	Burros
usually	refer	to	wild	donkeys.

Donkeys	are	originally	from	desert	
areas	of	Middle	East	and	Africa	and	are	
anatomically	well-equipped	to	survive
in	those	conditions.	



Adopt a Donkey
Donkeys love being adopted 
here at Island Farm. Not 
only does it make them feel 
special, but it also helps us 
fund our work in feeding, 
homing and providing the 
care they need.

Just £20 for a whole year  
and you will receive a picture, 
your donkeys story so far and 
a certificate.

Diary Dates

Island Farm Donkey Show and Fun Dog Show - Sunday 3rd June 2018

Address: Didcot Rd, Brightwell-
cum-Sotwell, Wallingford OX10 0SW

Phone: 01491 833938

Email: mail@donkeyrescue.org.uk

Our regular events at 
Island Farm When When

Flea Market 1st Sunday of the month 10:00 am

Craft Sale 3rd Sunday of the month 11:00 am

Table Top Sales 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month 11:00 am

Come and visit us here at 
the Island Farm Donkey 
Sanctuary

Call us on 01491 833938 for more details.

Zara was born in 2003 and is 
10.0 hands high. 

Zara arrived in Island Farm 
in 2017 due to her previous 
owner losing her grazing Land.

ZARA

Adopted Donkey this 
month is

 

 

Diary Dates 
 
 (Use the same regular events box and the ‘come and visit us here’ box as before) 

Carols with the Donkeys -  Thursday 13th December 7.30pm with the Roke and 
Benson Brass Band. Everyone welcome for a special evening of Christmas celebration 

 

Country Show -  Saturday 25th and Sunday 26th May 2019  
 

Donkey Show and Fun Dog Show -  Sunday 2nd June 2019 
 

Teaser: Keep a look out for a new comedy series called ‘Don’t Forget the 
Driver’ starting on BBC2 in March 2019. You may find one episode very 
interesting….schhh…we cannot say anymore! 

Share your photos   
 with us!

Post your pictures on our Facebook, 
Pinterest and Instagram pages.

@islandfarmdonkeysanctuary

Island Farm Donkey Sanctuary

@islandfarmdonks

DIARY DATES

Regular	Table	Top	Sales,	Flea	Markets	and	Craft	Fairs	are held at the
sanctuary. See our website for details or contact the sanctuary office.

•	CAROLS	WITH	THE	DONKEYS – Thursday 13th December 2018 7:30pm
with the Roke and Benson Brass Band
Everyone welcome for a special evening of Christmas celebration

•	COUNTRY	SHOW – Saturday 25th and Sunday 26th May 2019

•	DONKEY	SHOW	AND	FUN	DOG	SHOW – Sunday 2nd June 2019

TEASER: Keep a look out for a new comedy series called ‘Don’t	Forget	the	Driver’	
starting on BBC2 in March 2019. You may find one episode very interesting . . . . . 
schhhh . . . . . we cannot say anymore!


